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Interaction   of  Gravitation  with  a  Particle   Vacuwa 

D, Ivansnko and A. Brcdiky 

We shall eseassine the interaction o£ the gravitational  field with a 
CefJ      vacmso of scalar or pseudoscalar particles  (xcsons).  The Lagrsngian of the 

,«y>*   ^""3"*"     particles together with the interaction terms can fee taken in the form 

•„ 1 V TT + ~  V ) 
— g iU 

1 /        **•' 
+ r «*•»(+ Ss+^I-.«)-!^*s   (ft = c-i), 

(i) 

(«•} 

(3) 

* F-• g-       <?.*&» N '   &**   "  sis; 

v A*"Ac»     dxfdx* ')     2 

The eqssaiioa of motion in the lieisenbferg representation 

f\ ants three-dimensional ccsssmzteticn rales 

/ I . s.   <* (dij» / p.*0) J *-    &* J 

[*!• (*"> *), "k (r'« Oj =* 0       etc' 

folks? from (1). 
Usiag CD and (2), we can write I in the forra 

the wavy brackets denote the anticaauut&ior. 
le introduce © one-particle Qre«a's function" f~*is3 x') " -^P(w(x) \jKs'",})/i 

where the parentheses denote the average of the vacuum of the particles and 
P is the chronological ordering operator; using (3) end the forsula for the 
derivative of a discontinuous function,    we find for G(x,  x') the enjuatioa 

so(x, xf) -g*><[-&r, W)p?ii^o-JCO)- jr«|fs{.x-*').       <5) 

The existence of the additional factor i/^-g on the right-hand side of (5) 
corresponds to the definition of the Gs-een's fcmctim in curvilinear co- 
ordinates. 

Now it is easy to find that the vacuum value of the Lagrsngian L0 (sh- 
sence of real particles!) is 
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where;,  on the right, we take the ha If-sum. of the limits x* ->x for 
x'   -gx   . Since the energy tensor cnn be obtained even in  the absence of 
the gravitational field by varying the action function V with respect to 
SetS' we shall consider the vacuum value of the corresponding quantity 

^jfa^^S)) • i\r^iS)-H(x-^)^s{dx)^ (7) 

Considering Y-gS as an operator in Hiibert apace, we can write WTRC  in 
the form 

W^e W. = »/i SP ln V~g S + const - 

= — | Spin Gf-f- const, (8) 

where Sp (Spur) denotes the trace in Hiibert space of functions which be« 
come zero at infinity and cert be represented by a Fourier-Plancherel in- 
tegral. From the computations that led to (8),  it is obvious that the 
established theorem is applicable for the corresponding replacement of S 
by any fields and particles, including particles with spin one-half;  for 
ferioions, the symbol Sp also includes the diagonal stnsaatioa over the 
spinor indices. We ahull assuase temporarily the satisfaction of tbs> eendi- 
tion thst it is impossible to produce real t«ir» in vacua by the gravita- 
tional field* 'l>jsa frcan (?) we  find that 

CO 

c 

This fonsaslation, based on the introduction of tiie parameter of the proper 
time (or of the fifth eooi'dinaie ), has the advantage that ail the in- 
finities eonteined in the theory enter only in the integration over X at 
the lower limit. 

We shall t«*:n to the cuaa of a weak gravitational field and examine it 
with M* accuracy of the second order.  In oi*r case it is more convenient to 
use the following invariant condition instead of the usually applied four 
conditions of de Dander   [?], which in a weak field are transformed into the 
Hilbert-Loroits conditions; 

dV—gjdx***0,     or   V--g=*const (10) 

Under this condition, substituting r -*V^gc, we can write an expression 
accurate to within e constant term. 

- exp (le+jggfr) | exp (/Ax) (rfx) (rf£) - 
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Using the relationships for a weak field g^o * e^ + h^a ^oa*^' Vl»~i) 

et^., and using the property of the trace 

SpAB^SpBA, (12) 

we can, in the integrand in (11), ?eplace the expression in square brackets 
by 

*JL{*-*)B\M<*rf*+iS>*^>&fi*-     (13, 
0 

It is easily verified that the exponent under the integral sign in (13) 
satisfies the operator integral equation 

r ,' d* d d \   -t r     d'    -i 

exp [J \e„f £w 4"l fa ^*s • '»*> aJsJ x j "s exP rt*"p A?S»J 'f 

t 

+ft 5 (exp [~ '*0(! a*S* <T' ~ *>]x (H) 
x ^ (r1* - <?.«) as exp [* (<?aa ^s^j + >• ^s (r3 -«.») a*) *']} <&'. 

Solving (14) by moans of iteration to accuracy of order h^ and sub- 
stituting the solution into (11), we finally find for W       the following 
expression (in rationalized units): 

-*„*     ? ;• r   f>h..Ax) dh~%tx) w» - " 3~ra$ s~'v"rfs • W42 ~£J -fir**** - 
o 
dhuetX)dhy8(*) | 

+ 2~: is* 3 rl«"'d5' \ <**) L2 tjfe li£*« ******* - 
o 

- fr«*» 5*»ii '«*»>*"** - !>#dxZ ~di«d* *******)} + 

Kmc^     ~i l + tRid-^-i* 

x [«•***,«***,,*, (>*)* - j v*e^8a (£a)s — 

- ~ (3v* — 10v2 + 15) ertefrfiyrfto&ktknkvk] (e -* + 0). <15) 

Here,  since we limit ourselves to the linear approximation,  the condi- 
tion (10) csii he used in the  form 

dk (x) j dx% « 0,    or    Kh (4- *) ^=0 (16) 

everywhere except when analysing the term linear in h in W      ,  in which 
case we stsusi take  (10)  to second order in h^J,x), which enables us to re- 
duce the obtained line*?  term in W        to a que,dratic term. Here the usual 
substitution s •*—»s was made.   From the very beginning we could have taken 
an expsinaion in e *T instead of the expansion in e        , without applying the 
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condition of tine impossibility of pair production;  this,  however, would 
have ms<ie the intermediate computations wore complicated, The  first term af 
(15), up to the linearly divergent iactor,  is proportional to th« action 
function of the free gravitational field W^ (when the condition (16) is 
satisfied  ),  and can be eliminated by a simultaneous change in scale (re- 
norm&lissation) of the coordinates and of the "gravitational  charge,'' which 
role is played by the rest mass: 

,., __JL. V"m (17) 
! i + *2»I L \ s-*esds I 

0 ' 

(here k is the Newtonian gravitation constant);  the remaining terms of the 
action function px-eserve their previous form. We note that the renormaliza- 
tion of the gravitational charge cause? a difference between the gravito- 
tional field and the inert manses of elementary particles. The second terns 
in (15) is proportional to the produet of the generalised lyAlembartian and 
Wg up to the logarithmically divergent coefficient;   for its isolation, by 
renorcKlizcticn, there would have to be a term of similar type with higher 
derivatives in Einstein's initial Lagrangien of the gravitational field. We 
note that the appearance of linear divergence in If       (unlike the case of 
electrodynamics) ia du* to the quadrupole character of the gravitational 
field. When condition (16) is taken into account, the vacuum addition to the 
action of the gravitational field (15) can be rewritten by replacing the po- 
tentials «„«(*) 'ay the field "intensities" [JLj •*(*)> the calibration in- 
variance (th the sense of reference 2) of the expreasicm obtained and the 
fact that the fiel<! rasss of the gravitcn ia zero follow directly, 

Eq,  (15) enables us to examine in the first ncnvanishing order the 
various effects connected with the polarization of the vacuum of the par 
tides by the gravitational field.  In particular,  t'rem (15), hy means of the 
usual interpretation of the imaginary part of the action function, we obtain 
the probability of pair promotion of particles by the gravitational field 
V which becctsHss zero at + ») 

-ft* < 

[(• 
1 - XrpsrjJ fcrf.nft.Mv*' - j (l ~ ^—^ \ e^p (A*)3 - 

1 /,  ,  „    «*c«      .  -/   msc"    \a\ ,  ,   ,      i (18) 
•" 2' \    •  * %* (—A»j + ° [%*(—**}'") j fc»e*n*Yirf*»M«Mi> i. 

Hence it is easy to obtain the effective cross section of psir producticn. 
We note that the study of $v      in the next approximation must lead us to 
nonlinear vacuum additions to the gravitational field L&grangian. Thus, along 
with the arguments of the general  theory of relativity,  the nonlinearity in 
the gravitational  field equations is,  curiously,  also of necessity deduced 
from the quantum vacuum corrections. 

In conclusion we thank M. M. Mirianeshvili  for his valuable conments, 

li. Schwingsr, Phys.  Rev.,  «2,  ,564 (1951). 
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